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much as is physical energy. 2, As different forms of psychic
work and psychic potentiality, they are transmutable the
one into the other. 3. Psychic energy can be transformed
into physical energy ,by means of physiological processes,
and vice versa." I need scarcely add that statement 3 seems
to require a significant question mark. In the last analysis
it is only suitability that can decide, not whether the energic
view is possible in itself, but whether practically it promises
results,1
The possibility of an exact quantitative determination of
physical energy has demonstrated for physical phenomena
the results that can be expected from the energic standppint.
But it would still be possible to consider physical phenomena
as forms of energy even if no exact quantitative measurement
were to be had, but merely the possibility of evaluating
quantities.2
If, however, even such evaluation were altogether
impossible, an energic view-point would have to be given up,
since if there is not at least a possibility of evaluating
quantities, the energic view is quite superfluous.
1.   The Subjective System of Values
The applicability of the energic standpoint to psychology
rests, then, exclusively upon the question as to whether
a quantitative evaluation of psychic energy is possible.
This question is to be met with unconditional affirmation,
because our minds possess what is in fact an exceedingly
well-developed evaluating system, namely, the system of
psychological values. Values are indices of amounts of energy
Here it is to be noted that in the collective moral and aesthetic
1	von Grot even goes so far as to say:  " The burden of pr$of
falls upon those who deny such a thing as psychic energy, not upon
those who recognize it."   Arch. f. syst, Phil., Bd. iv, p. 324,
2	This was actually the case with Descartes, who first formulated
the .principle of the conservation of the quantity of movement, but
who had not at his command the methods of physical measurement
which have been discovered only in modern times.

